
Hello
Summer

Wellness
NEW AT AVENIDAS!
From the Ground Up: I-Wellness Yoga 
Therapy—Toes to Crown
Instructor: Jido Lee Ferguson, CYT
In this class, you’ll experience a gentle but thorough 
workout, starting with your toes and moving up to the 
crown of your head. Key elements of Yoga Therapy will 
be demonstrated—moving, breathing, and centering— 
to calm, soothe, and strengthen. You’ll build resilience, 
deepen breath, sharpen awareness, and harmonize 
feelings and thoughts. Whether chronic pain, misalign-
ment, inflammation, fatigue, or low energy, shifting 
your context and building yoga skills can transform 
your life.    
Jido Lee is registered as a 500-hour yoga teacher with 
Yoga Alliance, and as a Certified Yoga Therapist with 
IAYT.
Tuesdays, July 6 to August 24, 11am to 12pm, 
$64/$80 #8187

 
Phone: (650) 289-5400  Visit us at www.avenidas.org

Registration opens Monday, June 7 for members and Thursday, June 17 for non-members. With 
limited exceptions, our community centers remain closed to the public for the Summer session. 
Classes will meet via Zoom. Log on information will be emailed to registered students. If you do 
not receive your log on information, please email register@avenidas.org. Space is limited in 
some classes. Please register early.

Avenidas will be closed Monday, July 5 and Monday, September 7.

Feldenkrais: Awareness Through 
Movement
Instructor: Judy Windt
Find ease and power again! Through subtle 
movements—some easy, some challenging—you 
learn to radiate strength from your core. Chronic pain 
drops away as old muscle contractions release into 
length. These delightful lessons engage brain, body, 
and the environment to help you move as Nature 
meant. ”I‘ve learned to move as a fluid whole 
without straining one part—like my neck or shoulder.“ 
—student J.S. “Each hour in class with Judy is a 
small gem.”—student D.C.W.  
*To try one class free, email tmccloud@avenidas.org
Wednesdays, July 7 to September 1 (no class one 
day TBA), 10 to 11am, $80/$96 #8177

SUMMER 2021
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Writing
Creative Writing
Instructor: Dee Ellmann
Would you like to learn more about the building 
blocks involved in writing well-crafted fiction and 
prose?  This class will help you recognize and 
develop the aspects of craft that elevate the written 
word and make stories and poems jump off the page 
and into the hearts and minds of readers. In this 
6-week course, we will explore the art of writing 
through short exercises that concentrate on the 
following elements: character, plot, dialogue, point 
of view, and descriptive word choice and setting. 
Writers will have an opportunity to share their writing 
with the group for feedback on these exercises. Open 
to all levels of writers, however the concentration will 
be on craft building rather than on workshop feedback 
for longer pieces of writing.
Instructor Dee Ellmann has a B.A. in English Literature 
and a master’s degree in Library Science and is 
currently working on a historical fiction debut novel 
inspired by family history. 
Tuesdays, July 6 to August 10, 10 to 11:30am, 
$150/$165 #8190

Memoir-Writing Workshop—waitlist only
Instructor: Barbara Nachman
Everyone has them...Stories.
Stories you want to pass along to your children 
and grandchildren.
Stories you want to share with friends.
Stories you don’t want to forget.

This Memoir-Writing Workshop is for everyone 
who has a story to tell. You don’t need writing 
experience, only the desire to share your past or 
simply remember it. Members of the workshop will 
learn how to mine their past for stories and what 
distinguishes memoirs from other forms of writing, 
They will write at home and read their memoirs in 
class. Expect to be inspired by the stories of others.
Mondays, July 12 to August 30, 2 to 3:15pm, 
$45/$55 #8166

Mindfulness Meditation
Instructor: Julie Forbes
Live fully in the moment with simple awareness 
practices for stress management, wellness, and 
insight. Register before attending your first class.  
Wednesdays, July 7 to September 15, 2 to 2:40pm, 
free #8179

Qi Gong: The Six Healing Sounds
Instructor: Jido Lee Ferguson
Receive a fresh energy charge using ancient Chinese 
Qi Gong practice. You'll build up your life force by 
repeating vigorous unvoiced breath sounds. This 
practice concentrates the mind and clears key 
internal organs, preparing you for deep meditation. 
Six-sounds-healing eliminates stale energies and 
bolsters fresh capacity for health and strength. 
Jido Lee Ferguson is an experienced senior yoga 
teacher who knows how to help quickly lower stress 
levels. He has led classes and practice at the Palo 
Alto VA, Stanford Neuroscience Health Center, 
Channing House, the City of Palo Alto, and Avenidas. 
Fridays, July 9 to August 27, 9:30 to 10:30am, 
$64/$80 #8186
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Current Events Discussion Group
Join one of the liveliest discussion groups on the 
peninsula! Each week members get together to 
discuss and debate the hottest news topics.  
Rotating group facilitators prepare summaries of 
critical issues as well as thought-provoking questions 
for discussion. All ideas, opinions, and preferences 
are welcome and regarded with respect.
Wednesdays, July 7 to September 15, 
1:30 to 3pm, $22/$33 #8185

History as Biography
Instructor: Phil Lumish
A discussion of key individuals, renowned and not, 
that have influenced their eras.
Tuesdays, July 6 to September 14, 
10:30am to 12pm, $30/$40 #8181

General Interest
A Class on the Classics
Instructor: Phil Lumish
Each week we will overview of one of the great plays, 
poems, novels ever written. We’ll look at what makes 
them CLASSIC and why they have importance 
centuries after being written. Join us and enjoy the 
great literature of the world!
Thursdays, July 8 to September 16, 
10:30am to 12pm, $30/$40 #8180

Art Appreciation
Instructor: Na Omi Judy Shintani
This classes focuses on building a deeper under-
standing and appreciation for the visual arts. 
Students will learn about a different artist each week 
and gain an understanding of what influenced each 
artist as well as the artistic process of each. Shintani 
specializes in presenting a multitude of artists from 
different cultural backgrounds who work in different 
media including textiles, glass, painting, sculptural, 
environmental, and kinetic. The artists are traditional 
to contemporary in nature. 
This is a free, non-credit Foothill College class at 
Avenidas. Registration is required. Register at 
register@avenidas.org or with Jackie Lauese 
(Foothill Admin) lauesejackie@fhda.edu
Wednesdays, July 7 to September 8, 3 to 4:15pm, 
free #8188

Drama
A Wise Owl Drama Class: 
A Madcap Romp through Paris
Instructor: Enid Davis
Spend the summer at the Café Chez Francis in the 
upscale neighborhood of Chaillot as we explore the 
writing of the highly regarded Jean Giraudoux and 
his poetic, zany hit play, The Madwoman of Chaillot 
(1947). This civic fantasy, which pits an eccentric older 
woman against a multitude of greedy Frenchmen, will 
come alive on our Zoom screens as we put together 
our own costumes and virtual scenery while studying 
the lines for a read aloud that won’t culminate in a 
performance but in a joyful celebration for those in 
the class. A free copy of the play is included.    
Participants must have a computer and be willing to 
expand their basic knowledge of Zoom.     
The movie starring Katherine Hepburn is available on 
Amazon.
Tuesdays, July 6 to August 24, 2 to 4pm, 
$140/$150 #8189

Improv Funshop
Instructors: Elizabeth Whalley with Carolyn Kwiatek
You have the personality, the wit, or the quickness to 
do improv. Come to class for proof! In class, you’ll 
learn skills to foster your playfulness, spontaneity, and 
creativity. We’ll do improvised games, skill-building 
exercises, and short scenes. It’s fun and very good for 
your brain! No experience needed. All are welcome 
and encouraged. Laughter guaranteed! Email 
register@avenidas.org for one free class.
Thursdays, July 8 to September 9, 
1 to 2:45pm, $80/$100 #8173
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Standing STRONG 
Instructor: Jenni Castaldo, CPT
A strong core—back, abdominal, and oblique muscles— 
will help improve balance and posture. Everyday 
movements, such as walking upstairs, carrying groceries, 
bending, and reaching can be performed more easily 
and safely, preventing injuries. Through exercises 
which focus on muscular strength, flexibility, balance, 
and stretching, you’ll increase your core strength, as 
well as improve your posture and enhance your 
appearance. Floor work and hand weights will be a 
part of the class format.  
Tuesdays and Thursdays, July 6 to August 5, 
9:05 to 10:05am, $100/$120 #8192

Tuesdays ONLY, July 6 to August 3, 
9:05 to 10:05am, $60/$75 #8193

Thursdays ONLY, July 8 to August 5, 
9:05 to 10:05am, $60/$75 #8194

Tuesdays and Thursdays, August 10 to September 9 
(no class 8/24 or 8/26) 9:05 to 10:05am, 
$80/$96 #8195

Tuesdays ONLY, August 10 to September 7 
(no class 8/24), 9:05 to 10:05am, $50/$60 #8196

Thursdays ONLY, August 12 to September 9 
(no class 8/26), 9:05 to 10:05am, 
$60/$75 #8197

Fitness
Dancing from the Inside Out
Instructor: Fran Bell
An improvisational dance class with no steps to 
learn and no dance experience necessary. Using 
compelling rhythmical music, including ethnic, 
classical, folk, and rock, students learn to let go to 
the spontaneous movement that naturally emerges. 
Tuesdays, July 6 to September 7, 2:30 to 3:45pm, 
$60/$80 #8175

Gentle Hatha Yoga
Instructor: Terry Lesser 
You do not have to be flexible to do yoga or have a 
particular body type. We start where you are and 
combine traditional yoga postures and other 
movements to improve body awareness, balance, 
agility, range of motion, strength, and flexibility—all 
while focused on calming the heart and mind. Along 
with the powerful tool of our breath, we will move 
with mindfulness through standing, seated, and 
reclining positions. The intention is that at the end 
of class you will feel energized, stronger, longer, 
looser, and relaxed. 
Required: You will need to be able to get up and 
down from the floor and a non-slip yoga mat. A list 
of additional props will be emailed to enrolled 
participants. 
Mondays, July 12 to August 30, 1 to 2pm, 
$80/$96 #8183

Wednesdays, July 7 to September 8, 
1:30 to 2:30pm, $100/$120 #8184

Line Dancing with Donna 
Instructor: Donna Frankel
Did you know that dancing is one of the best things 
you can do for both your brain and body? Studies 
have shown that the physical activity combined with 
learning and remembering the steps improve 
balance, endurance AND cognitive flexibility. The 
social connections and just plain fun of dancing lead 
to reduced stress and better mood. 
This is a free, non-credit Foothill College class at 
Avenidas. Email register@avenidas.org for more 
information. You may also register by emailing 
Jackie Lauese lauesejackie@fhda.edu.

Beginner class for students new to line dancing or 
with limited experience. 
Thursdays, July 8 to September 9, 12:45 to 2pm, 
free #8167

Intermediate/advanced class for experienced dancers.
Thursdays, July 8 to September 9, 2 to 3:40pm, 
free #8168
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Total Body Conditioning 
Instructor: Jenni Castaldo, CPT
This workout includes a variety of cardio, strength, 
and toning exercises in 60 minutes. Strengthen and 
tone your whole body, while also working on balance 
and building muscle. Learn how to use and lift hand 
weights to prevent injury. Equipment: Hand weights 
and an exercise mat.
Tuesdays and Thursdays, July 6 to August 5, 
10:15 to 11:15am, $100/$120 #8198

Tuesdays ONLY, July 6 to August 3, 
10:15 to 11:15am, $60/$75 #8199

Thursdays ONLY, July 8 to August 5, 
10:15 to 11:15am, $60/$75 #8200

Tuesdays and Thursdays, August 10 to September 9 
(no class 8/24 or 8/26) 10:15 to 11:15am, 
$80/$96 #8201

Tuesdays ONLY, August 10 to September 7
(no class 8/24), 10:15 to 11:15am, 
$50/$60 #8202

Thursdays ONLY, August 12 to September 9 
(no class 8/26), 10:15 to 11:15am, 
$60/$75 #8203

Lotus Dance Fitness
Instructor: Kim Lopez, VivAsia Fitness
Add the ”spice of culture“ to your personal 
fitness program! Lotus Dance is an aerobic 
dance-fitness program that showcases many of 
the vibrant cultures of the continent of Asia. 
Classes include different styles of dance (fan 
dance, taiko drumming, Bollywood, bandari and 
more) with cultural props for a fun experience. 
Participants can sit or stand while dancing and 
use household items such as fruit, chopsticks, 
towels and more!
Wednesdays, July 14 to September 8, 
10:30 to 11:15am, free #8206
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Senior Planet is excited to announce further thematic programming starting in July! Be on the lookout 
for lectures and workshops covering a different focus each day!

Each Monday through Wednesday, we’ll offer a different on-topic lecture. Tune in for the ones that interest 
you. You don’t need to commit to attending the series and registration is not required. All lectures and 
workshops are offered via Zoom. For registration details as well as topic updates and information about 
this new programming, please subscribe to the Senior Planet @Avenidas weekly e-newsletter at 
https://seniorplanet.org/get-involved/newsletters/. 

Note: Class schedule subject to change. 

Money Mondays
Each Monday, we’ll cover a different topic related to 
financial digital literacy.
Mondays, July 12 to September 13, 2 to 3:15 pm, 
free

Techie Tuesdays
New to tech? Join us to go over online basics on 
Tuesdays!
Tuesdays, July 13 to September 14, 2 to 3:15 pm, 
free

Wellness Wednesdays
Every Wednesday we‘ll offer a lecture or workshop 
addressing a wellness topic as it relates to 
technology—from meditation apps to wearables.
Wednesdays, July 14 to September 15, 2 to 3:15 pm, 
free
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Zoom

Avenidas Chinese Community Center

ACCC Online Karaoke 
Sing your heart out to your favorite songs! Send your 
favorite songs with YouTube links in any language to 
us in advance and our virtual DJ will add them to the 
playlist. Hurry up! Grab your headset (with microphone) 
and become a virtual super star in no time! We welcome 
cheerleaders, followers, and anyone who loves dancing 
along with music to join.
Space is limited. Pre-registration is required.  
Fridays, July 23 to Aug 27, 1 to 2pm, 
free/$35 #8157

Senior Planet @Avenidas presents
Technology Program in Mandarin
You will learn how to: browse websites, use Zoom to 
host videos calls with friends and family, use email, 
and shop online safely! Each session will be taught 
by Mandarin-speaking staff, and materials will be 
translated for participants.
Thursdays, July 1 to Sept 30, free, 9 to 10am, free

Avenidas Chinese Community Center activities are bilingual in English and Mandarin. 
Space is limited. Pre-registration is required. Registration process: Email accc@avenidas.org. Please include your 
name, email address and phone number. Put the class number in the subject line. Once registration for your class 
is completed, you will receive an email confirmation with the Zoom link and instructions for joining the class. 
Note: Class schedule subject to change.
Registration opens Monday, June 7 for members and Thursday, June 17 for non-members. 
Avenidas will be closed Monday, July 5 and Monday, September 7.
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Creative Arts
NEW AT AVENIDAS!
Digital Photography—A Beginners Class
Instructor: Chris Shum
Photography is an excellent activity that can help to 
keep the brain active, improve cognitive power, and 
boost memory in seniors. Digital photography makes 
learning a lot easier for beginners. In this beginner’s 
class, we will teach you some basic principles and 
techniques of photography. You will learn the 
different methods to express the subjects through 
your images. By understanding and critiquing 
different images, you will have a good first step in 
photography basics. Students will complete simple 
assignments with guidance and will share their work 
in class. 
Chris has been a professional photographer for over 
15 years. He has been awarded in many international 
photography contests.    
*Participants are required to have their own 
photography device. Smartphones are OK.
Wednesdays, August 11 to September 15, 
10:30 to11:30am, $40/$65, #8164 
Free demo!                                                                                                  
Wednesday, July 21,10:30 to 11am, free #8165
  

Chinese Brush Painting—
Lingnan Painting Style
Instructor: Andrew Siu
Andrew Siu is an internationally recognized teacher of 
ink-brush painting who has exhibited in Hong Kong, 
China and San Francisco. The painting style in this 
class will mix Eastern and Western techniques with 
color. Beginners welcome. Art supplies will not be 
provided. Space is limited. 
Pre-registration required.
Mondays and Fridays, 10:30am to noon
Session 1: July 12 to August 6, $40/$65 #8170
Session 2: August 16 to September 17 (no class 
8/30 & 9/6), $40/$65 #8171
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Fitness
Virtual BaDuanJin Exercise
BaDuanJin exercise helps to improve your mind and 
body. Join us for this 30-minute virtual group exercise 
practice. A volunteer facilitator will guide you through 
Eight Pieces of BaDuanJin session. 
*Participants must complete a waiver prior to class.
Intermediate Level: Mondays, 
July 12 to September 13, 2:30 to 3pm (no class 
9/6), free #8159
*Intermediate students must have completed at least 
ONE quarter of BaDuanJin class with us.

Welcome Beginners: Wednesdays, 
July 14 to September 15, 9:30 to 10am, free #8158

Lotus Dance Fitness
Instructor: Corinna Shi, VivAsia
Add the “spice of culture” to your personal fitness 
program! Lotus Dance is an aerobic dance-fitness 
program that showcases many of the vibrant cultures 
of the continent of Asia. Classes include different 
styles of dance (fan dance, taiko drumming, Bollywood, 
bandari and more) with cultural props for a fun 
experience. Participants can sit or stand while dancing 
and use household items such as fruit, chopsticks, 
towels and more!
*Participants must complete a waiver prior to class.
Fridays, July 16 to September 17, 9:30 to 10:15am, 
free #8161

ACCC Line Dancing
Instructors: Kent You & Sandy Hsu
Not your usual line-dancing Zoom class! Exercise 
your brain and body while enhancing balance as you 
learn new steps. Dance to a wide variety of interna-
tional music—including pop music, classics, and 
seasonal songs. No partner needed. Beginners 
welcome. Dance is fun!
*Participants must complete a waiver prior to class.
Tuesdays, July 12 to September 14, 11am to noon, 
free/$35 #8160
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Health
Bilingual Virtual Health Educational Series
Reducing Mortality Rates in the Asian 
American Community through tobacco 
Cessation and Lung Cancer Screening
presented by The Stanford Supportive Care 
Program, Stanford Health Care
Guest Speakers: Maura Chandler, TTS and 
Angela Y. Lee, RN, NP, MS
The lung screening department and tobacco 
cessation services have partnered up to discuss lung 
health and the detrimental effects tobacco products 
bring to the Asian community. We will be going 
over the process of lung screening and the benefits 
of doing so. In addition, we will also review tobacco 
alternative options and how each service works. 
You are welcome to submit your questions via e-mail 
prior to this event. 
This seminar will be presented in English and 
Mandarin.
Monday, July 26, 1 to 2pm, free #8162

10 Warning Signs of Alzheimer’s—Early 
Detection Matters presented by the 
Alzheimer’s Association
Guest Speaker: Ingrid Lai
Alzheimer’s Association | Community Educator
If you or someone you now is experiencing memory 
loss or behavioral changes. It’s time to learn the 
facts. Early detection of Alzheimer’s disease gives 
you a chance to begin drug therapy enroll in clinical 
studies and plan for the future. This interactive 
workshop features video clips of people with 
Alzheimer’s disease. 
This seminar will be presented in English and 
Cantonese.
Monday, August 9, 1 to 2pm, free, #8163 
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Cultural
Incredible World Food Tour
Tour Guide: Ingrid Lai
On this 8-week virtual Food Tour of the World, you 
will get a “taste” of the local cuisine and learn about 
the culture at each stop on this wonderful journey. 
Visit local restaurants, night markets, street food 
vendors, and home cooks in Taiwan, India, Paris, 
and more!
Wednesdays, July 21 to September 15, 2 to 3pm, 
(no class 8/18) free/$35, #8172
Special event, RSVP required by 9/3:
Moon Festival Virtual Food Tour Celebration
Wednesday, September 15, 2 to 3pm, free #8174

Introduction to Cantonese
Instructor: Ingrid Lai
Join a 60-minute interactive, fun online learning 
environment with other friends. By the end of the 
class, you will be able to hold basic conversation 
with other Cantonese speakers. 
Tuesdays, July 13 to September 14, 1 to 2pm, 
(no class 8/17) free/$35 #8176

Learning Chinese Culture in America
Instructor: Andrew Chang
Learn and explore Chinese Culture through stories, 
folklore, songs, literature, and belief influenced by 
religion, superstitions, and philosophies. Whenever 
possible, discussions of origins and customs of 
various festivals will coincide with events occurring 
in the current quarter.
Thursdays, April 22 to June 10, 10 to 11am, 
(no class 9/16) free/$35, #8178
Special event, RSVP required by 9/3:
Moon Festival Cultural Learning Event
Thursday, September 16, 10 to 11am, free #8182
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At BridgePoint at Los Altos, safety and security is an integral part of our wellness 
philosophy - something we practice every day. It’s in our DNA as associates who 
have been trained to treat your family members as part of our extended family. 
It’s in every way we prepare and protect our residents from any outside adversity. 

· Twice weekly, non-invasive COVID-19 PCR testing for residents 
 and associates with turnaround of test results within 24 hours.
· Additional opportunities for safe socialization, recreation, open dining, wellness 
 programming, and relaxed visitation policies because of testing initiatives.
· Electrostatic fogging of common areas throughout each day 
 to safely sanitize the community. 
· Executive Director in regular communication with the CDC 
 and the Department of Health. 
· Full transparency in communications to associates, residents and families. 
· All visiting health care professionals are required to wear full PPE 
 when entering our community to provide services to our residents. 
· Kisco Clean - safe move ins include exhaustive checklist regarding sanitary 
 protocols so you can be confident that your new apartment is safe for move in.
· Most of all, peace of mind for you and your family.

We look forward to sharing how BridgePoint at Los Altos is leading the 
industry with best-in-class protocols and continues to set the standard 
for keeping our residents and associates healthy, happy, and safe. 

Kisco Confidence, our standard for exceptional service.

Call 650.948.7337 about our flexible pricing plans and schedule 
your personal virtual visit or visit LifeatBridgepoint.com for more details.

The power of Kisco Confidence.TM

             The essence of peace of mind.

Have Confidence 
in BridgePoint 
at Los Altos
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